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Chapter 1
Level 2 Evolutionary Theory
1.1

Topic 12.1: Darwin and The Theory of Evolution

Topic Objectives
• Identify ﬁve important ideas Darwin developed during the voyage of the Beagle, and
give examples of his observations that supported those ideas.
• Recognize that scientiﬁc theories and discoveries are seldom the work of just one individual.
• Describe the two general ideas of Darwin’s Theory of Evolution.
• Explain how natural selection results in adaptation to environment.
• Recognize the importance of variation to species survival.

Introduction
Charles Darwin’s Theory of Evolution represents a giant leap in human understanding.
A theory is an idea that tries to explain something about life. Darwin’s theory explains
and uniﬁes all of biology – thousands of years of natural history from before Darwin’s time,
as well as the 150 years of genetics, molecular biology, and ecology since Darwin published
the theory. His theory helps us respond to disease and improve our farming. It explains
conservation biology, the study of nature with the goal of protecting it. It may guide our
decisions about biotechnology in the future. Apart from science, the Theory of Evolution
has changed how we think about ourselves as human beings and how we relate to the world.
Because the theory has inﬂuenced so many aspects of human life, it is very important that
you understand it well.
The “Theory of Evolution” contains two major ideas:
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The ﬁrst is evolution itself.
1. Life today was gradually made from past life forms. The millions of species of plants,
animals, and microorganisms that live on Earth today are related by descent from
common ancestors.
The second describes how evolution happens.
1. Natural selection explains how the diversity of life has arisen through time.
Our main goal will be to clarify these ideas. We will begin by exploring Darwin’s experiences.
Then we’ll talk about the ideas of other people who inﬂuenced Darwin’s thinking. Finally,
we will look at the content and signiﬁcance of the theory itself.

The Voyage of the Beagle
The ship the Beagle set sail in 1831 to explore South American coastal waters. The trip
was scheduled to take two years to sail from England. The captain of the boat wanted to
have someone on the trip to study the plants and animals they would see in South America.
Charles Darwin took the unpaid job of the ship’s naturalist.

Figure 1.1: The HMS Beagle carried 22-year-old Charles Darwin as an unpaid naturalist and
“gentleman companion” for the ship’s captain. (4)
The journey, shown in Figures 1.1 and 1.2, stretched to ﬁve years. Darwin spent over 3 years
of this time on land, carefully observing rock formations and collecting animals, plants, and
fossils (Figure 1.4). Throughout the journey, he used his observations to develop a series
of ideas which later became the foundation for his theory of evolution by natural selection
(Figure 1.5).
www.ck12.org
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Figure 1.2: The Beagles voyage continued for nearly ﬁve years, although original plans called
for only two. Darwin spent over three years of that time on land, collecting plants, animals,
and fossils, and developing his ideas about evolution and natural selection. (27)

Rock and Fossil Formations
During the voyage of the Beagle, Darwin observed the rocks and soil of the places the ship
visited. These observations helped form his theory. Rock and fossil formations that he
observed suggested that continents and oceans had changed dramatically over time. He saw
evidence that land could move and change.
• Darwin found rocks 13,000 feet above sea level, which contained fossil seashells.
• A river in Argentina rose gradually through a series of plateaus, which Darwin and the
Captain interpreted as ancient beaches.
• After experiencing a volcanic eruption and an earthquake in Chile, Darwin found a
bed of newly dead mussels, which the quake had lifted nine feet above the sea.
• A petriﬁed forest embedded in sandstone at 7000 feet had been a sunken coastal woodland, buried in sand and then uplifted into mountains.
• Near Lima, Darwin recognized coral atolls as the result of sinking volcanoes, with coral
adding layer after layer to keep the living reef close to the sunlit surface, as shown in
Figure 1.3.

Tropical Rain Forests and Many New Plant, Animal, and Fossil
Species
During the voyage of the Beagle, Darwin made a number of observations of plants, animals,
and fossils that helped him form his theory. Observations of tropical rain forests and many
new plant, animal, and fossil species encouraged Darwin to reconsider the source of the vast
diversity of life.
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Figure 1.3: Darwin explained coral atolls in terms of slowly sinking volcanoes. Evidence for
slow geologic change contributed a great deal to his thinking about slow changes in life. (22)
• In Brazil, Darwin collected great numbers of insects – especially beetles!
• Inland from Montevideo, Darwin dug up the hippopotamus-like skull of an extinct
giant capybara.
• After collecting his ﬁrst marsupial in Australia, Darwin was surprised that these animals carried their babies in a pocket of skin on their bodies. He exclaimed that some
people might think “’Surely two distinct Creators must have been [at] work.” Even
today, animals like kangaroos surprise us.

Figure 1.4: Marine Iguanas (left) and Blue-footed Boobies (right) were among the tremendous variety of new and very diﬀerent plants and animals Darwin identiﬁed during the voyage
of the Beagle. He developed his ideas about evolution and natural selection to explain the
remarkable similarities and diﬀerences he had observed. (15)

Sedimentary Rocks Implied Gradual Changes
Sedimentary rock is formed very slowly as particles in water sink and become hard. Darwin
observed these rocks on his journey. He made a number of observations that implied gradual,
slow changes in both the Earth and in living organisms, as opposed to quick, catastrophic
changes, including:
www.ck12.org
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Figure 1.5: Darwin’s encounters with native cultures inﬂuenced his thinking as much as his
discoveries of fossils and new species. This painting was taken from original pictorial records
of the Beagle voyage. (26)
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• Many inland sediments had been deposited by slow, quiet tides rather than catastrophic
ﬂoods.
• Gauchos, cowboys of Argentina, helped Darwin ﬁnd and dig up fossils of gigantic
extinct mammals, including armadillos and one of the largest mammals of all time, the
ground sloth Megatherium (Figure 1.6). Darwin recorded that these sediments bore
no signs of a catastrophe like a ﬂood.

Figure 1.6: Darwin found two separate fossils of one of the largest mammals of all time, a
giant ground sloth, Megatherium. He noted that they were found in sediments which had
been deposited slowly over long periods of time, rather than suddenly as by a catastrophic
ﬂood. (16)

Life on Island Chains
The way life on island chains was distributed challenged the idea that species stayed the same
over time. At the time, most people believed that species didn’t change, but what Darwin
saw tested that idea. The Galapagos Islands are where Darwin made his most inﬂuencial
observations. The Galapagos Islands are a group of 16 volcanic islands near the equator
about 600 miles from the west coast of South America, near Equador. Darwin was able to
spend months exploring these islands.
• Darwin noticed that local people could tell each island’s type of Galapagos tortoise
apart, shown in Figure 1.7.
• A series of birds now known as the Galapagos or Darwin’s ﬁnches were also diﬀerent
on each island.
www.ck12.org
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• Darwin interpreted the diﬀerent Galapagos mockingbirds as varieties of one species,
but wrote that if varieties were becoming new species, “such facts (would) undermine
the stability of Species.”

Figure 1.7: Like many seamen, Darwin and the crew of the Beagle dined on Galapagos
tortoise, a convenient animal to carry live on long voyages. However, locals living on the
islands claimed the tortoises varied according to the islands from which they came, and this
idea later played an important role in Darwin’s thinking about the origins of species. (24)

Standing on the Shoulders of Giants
Darwin’s theory was a product of his own thinking and the ideas of earlier great thinkers.
Some of these ideas inﬂuenced Darwin’s views during his ﬁve years on the Beagle; many
contributed to his thinking after the voyage. Not until 23 years after he returned to England
did Darwin form his thoughts and evidence well enough to publish his theory.
Before Darwin, most people believed that all species were created at the same time and
remained unchanged throughout history. History, they thought, reached back just 6,000
years.
One of the ﬁrst scientists to explore species change was Jean Baptiste Lamarck. Lamarck
believed that organisms improve traits through increased use, and then pass the improved
trait on to their children. If true, this would mean that if you worked out well and became
very strong, you could pass that stregth on to your children. However, you can weighttrain for years, but unless your children train as hard as you did, their muscles will never
match yours! In another example of this idea of inheritance of acquired characteristics,
giraﬀes have long necks because early giraﬀes stretched their necks to reach tall trees and
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then passed the longer necks on to their calves, as shown in Figure 1.8. This attempt
to explain adaptation was popular during the 19th century, and undoubtedly inﬂuenced
Darwin’s thinking. Although Lamarck proposed that species change, evidence does not
support inheritance of acquired characteristics. We will look later at Darwin’s explanation
for giraﬀes’ necks.

Figure 1.8: According to Lamarck’s idea, inheritance of acquired characteristics, giraﬀes have
long necks because earlier giraﬀes stretched their necks to reach tall trees, and then passed
their lengthened necks down to their calves. Evidence does not support this hypothesis, but
many credit Lamarck for advancing the idea that species develop and change. (7)
Darwin’s idea that individuals in a population compete for resources like food came from
reading Thomas Malthus. Malthus described a human “struggle for existence” due to exponential population growth and limited food. To understand exponential population growth,
think about a family of chicken. At ﬁrst there is a mom and a dad chicken. They have 3
www.ck12.org
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chicks. Then each of those 3 chicks has 3 chicks, so there are 9 new chicks. And then each
of the 9 has 3 more chicks, so there are 27 new chicks. After 3 generations, there would then
be 41 chickens in a family that started out as only 2 chickens. The growth becomes faster
as the number of oﬀspring increases.
According to Malthus, as human populations grew there would be more competition for
limited resources like food and space. Darwin thought that animal and plant populations
might have similarly limited resources. Thinking about the chicken family, two chicken need
much less food and space than 41 chickens. If the resources were limited, Darwin thought
that oﬀspring suited to their environment would be more likely to survive, while those less
“ﬁt” would die.
Breeders of pigeons, dogs, and cattle inspired Darwin’s ideas about selection. By choosing
which animals reproduced, breeders could achieve changes and diversity in a short time.
Variations in traits were abundant and heritable. Darwin referred to selective breeding
as artiﬁcial selection. His observations of how artiﬁcial selection worked helped him to
develop his concept of natural selection (Figure 1.9).

Figure 1.9: The way in which animal breeding artiﬁcially selects desirable variations inﬂuenced Darwin’s ideas of natural selection. The English Carrier Pigeon (left), the English
Fantail (center), and the Fiary Swallow (right) have all “descended” from the common rock
pigeon (Columbia livia), with the help of human breeders. (23)
One of the last individuals to inﬂuence Darwin’s theory was Alfred Russel Wallace, a naturalist whose work in Malaysia led him to conclusions similar to Darwin’s. In 1858 - over 20
years since the Beagle returned to England - Wallace sent Darwin a paper which described
ideas nearly identical to Darwin’s own ideas about evolution and natural selection. Lyell
helped arrange for them to give a presentation together to the Linnean society two weeks
later. Darwin, shocked by the sudden competition, worked quickly to complete his book by
the following year. Although both naturalists had independently come to the same ideas,
Darwin presented much more evidence and logic in The Origin of the Species. This earned
him the greater recognition for the theory of evolution by natural selection.
Standing on the shoulders of the giants who went before him, Darwin was able to see past
the details of his work in natural history to see a big idea. He made a unifying theory to
explain the diversity of life.
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Darwin’s Theory of Evolution
Darwin lived in a society which had begun to accept the idea that universal ”laws” governed
processes in nature - including life itself. Like Lamarck, Darwin understood that species
change. Those whose traits were less suited to the environment would die. Just as humans
select for breeding those cattle which produce more milk, he reasoned, nature selects individuals which use resources most eﬀiciently. Nature selects organisms that don’t waste
resources. Thus, he called his explanation of how species change natural selection.
What this means is that the inherited traits of a population change over time through natural
selection. Inherited traits are features that are passed from one generation to the next. For
example, your eye color is an inherited trait. You inherited that trait from your parents.
Acquired traits are features that you acquire during your life, such as a tan from lying in
the sun or strong muscles from working out.
Natural selection happens when some organisms have traits that make them better suited
to live in a certain environment than others. They are more likely to survive, reproduce and
pass their traits on to future generations than those without the special traits. Imagine an
environment with snow. A rabbit with dark fur would be easy for a fox to spot and catch in
the snow. Fur that blends into the snow would be better for hiding from a fox. White fur
would give a rabbit an advantage in that environment. Natural selection suggests that white
fur is an advantageous trait that improves the chance that a rabbit will survive, reproduce
and pass the trait of white fur on to future generations (Figure 1.10). Over time dark fur
rabbits will become uncommon.
The process of natural selection helps us understand how organisms appear to be so well
suited or adapted to their environments. Every plant and animal depends on its traits to
survive. Survival may include getting food, building homes, and attracting mates. Most
of these traits have been changed through natural selection so they allow a plant, animal,
or bacteria to survive and reproduce relatively well in their environments. These traits are
called adaptations.
Darwin deﬁned natural selection as the ”principle by which each slight variation [of a trait], if
useful, is preserved,” and he later regretted that he had not named it “natural preservation.”
Today it is often deﬁned as the process by which a certain trait becomes more common
within a population. If a variation gives an organism an advantage, that organism will live
to have oﬀspring and pass that trait on. Eventually more of the organisms in the population
will have that trait. Let’s look once more at the parts of this process, and then we will
consider its consequences.

By chance, heritable variations exist within a species.
Darwin did not know that genes made of DNA determine traits. He didn’t know about
alleles and mutations. Much later, scientists learned that mutations in DNA can change
www.ck12.org
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Figure 1.10: In winter, the fur of arctic hares turns white. The camouﬂage may make it
more diﬀicult for fox and other predators to locate hares against the white snow. (28)

Figure 1.11: Natural selection involves heritable variation, overproduction of oﬀspring, preferential survival of individuals having variations favorable for the environment, and reproduction by survivors. This diagram shows two selection events, with reproduction after each
one. (1)
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genes and produce variations in traits.
However, Darwin did observe animal breeding. These observations of animal breeding and
his studies of barnacles and orchids showed him how much variation can occur. He was
convinced that small, heritable variations in traits were common among individuals within
a species.
Darwin probably recognized that sexual reproduction increased variety in oﬀspring. Combining the DNA of two parents gives many opportunities for variation. He expressed considerable concern that his own health problems might be heritable, especially when his daughter
Annie grew ill and died. He believed that his marriage to his cousin may have contributed
to his children’s weaknesses, since he and his cousin would have similar DNA.

Species produce more oﬀspring than can survive.
Remember Thomas Malthus’ idea that populations grow exponentially and compete for limited resources? He also argued that disease, starvation, or war will limit population growth.
High birth rates and high death rates are true for much of human history. Throughout
history people had many children, but because of disease, starvation, and war the human
population remained almost the same.
Darwin himself had ten children; three died before becoming adults. Darwin reasoned that
all species had the capacity to grow. However, his observations showed that most populations
remained stable due to environmental limits. He concluded that many oﬀspring die, keeping
the population the same.
An example of this in nature is salmon. Salmon live in the ocean, but lay their eggs in
streams. The ﬁsh travel back to streams through many dangers. There are many predators
such as bears, birds, racoons, and ﬁshermen. When the salmon get to the stream, they lay
many eggs. Not all of these eggs will survive to become ﬁsh. Not all of the ﬁsh will survive
the journey back to the ocean. The salmon have many oﬀspring, but the populations do not
grow exponentially because of the environmental limits.

Oﬀspring with favorable variations are more likely to survive to
reproduce.
Although heritable variations appeared to be random, death, Darwin reasoned, was not. A
spontaneous mutation is random; it happens by chance. It happens without any pattern
or plan. Oﬀspring which, by chance, had variations which “ﬁt” or adapted them to their
environment would have a greater chance to survive to become an adult. These oﬀspring
had a greater chance to reproduce. Oﬀspring without such adaptations were more likely to
die. Well-adapted individuals produce more oﬀspring.
Examples of this idea are the white rabbits that live in the snow, or the peppered moths in
www.ck12.org
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England. These organisms had variations that helped them survive in their environments.
Because they survived they were able to have more oﬀspring.

Gradually, individuals with favorable variations make up more of
the population.
Through chance variation, overproduction of oﬀspring, and diﬀerential survival and reproduction, the proportion of individuals with a favorable trait will increase. There will be more
organisms that have the variation than don’t have the variation. The result is a population
of individuals adapted to their environment. It is important to know that natural selection
is not directed or intentional. It depends on chance variations and can work only with the
“raw material” of existing species. Remember that most variations come from spontaneous
mutations of an allele. There is no way to control this process. Natural selection only gets to
pick out the variations that make the organism better able to survive in their environment.
Occasionally, variations which have no beneﬁt may continue. But because of limited resources
there will usually be an increase in traits which help survival or reproduction, and the loss
of traits which harm them. Gradually, species change. Eventually, the changes add up
and a new species is formed.
Let’s look at an example of natural selection. How would Darwin’s mechanism explain the
long necks of giraﬀes?
1. Heritable variation: In the past, some giraﬀes had short necks, and some had long
necks.
2. Overproduction of oﬀspring: Giraﬀes produced more young than the trees in their
environment could support. There was limited food.
3. Diﬀerential survival and reproduction: Because the long-necked giraﬀes could
feed from taller trees, they were more likely to survive and produce more oﬀspring.
Short-necked giraﬀes were more likely to starve before they could reproduce.
4. Species change: The long-necked giraﬀes passed their long necks on to their calves,
so that in each generation, the population contained more long-necked giraﬀes.
Remember that Lamarck believed that giraﬀes could stretch their necks to reach tall trees,
and pass their stretched necks on to oﬀspring. If this were true, evolution would reward eﬀort
toward a goal. Darwin showed that evolution is not goal-directed. Instead, the environment
reinforces variations which occur by chance.
Lyell studied the geology which surrounded him and saw that the environment had changed
many times over a vast amount of time. Darwin studied the life across continents and saw
that species had changed – in response to the changes in their environment – over that
vast amount of time. Both proved, with careful observations and logical inferences, that
the present arises from the past. Because our lives are short, we see today’s species as
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ﬁxed. Darwin taught us how to see the relationships between species; to see that they
developed from earlier, distinctly diﬀerent species; to see that all of them - all of us share common ancestors (Figure 1.12). The cartoons which showed Darwin as an ape
didn’t understand his theory of evolution. Far too many people limit their understanding
of evolution to the simple phrase that “we came from apes.” This is only partially true and
is a common misunderstanding. We humans share common ancestors not only with the
great apes, but with ALL of life – blue whales, gazelles, redwood trees, saguaros, ﬁreﬂies,
mosquitoes, puﬀballs, amoebas, and bacteria. As Darwin said in closing the Origin, “There
is grandeur in this view of life.”

Figure 1.12: A sketch from Darwin’s Origin of Species, this ”Tree of Life” depicts his ideas
of how today’s species (top row, XIV) have descended with modiﬁcation from common
ancestors. The theory implies that all species living today have a universal common ancestor
– that we humans are related to all of Earth’s plants, animals, and microorganisms. (25)
Darwin delighted in the great diversity of life, but also saw unity within that diversity. He
saw striking patterns in the similarities and diﬀerences. Seeking an explanation for those
patterns, he developed the concept of natural selection. Natural selection explains how
today’s organisms could be related – through “descent with modiﬁcation” from common
ancestors. Natural selection explains the story told by the fossil record – the long history
of life on Earth. Natural selection is a scientiﬁc answer to the old questions: Who are we?
How did we come to be?
In the light of natural selection, it is easy to see that variation – diﬀerences among individuals
within a population – increases the chance that at least some individuals will survive if the
environment changes. Throughout the long history of life, variation has provided insurance
that inevitable changes in the environment will not mean the extinction of a species. Remember the peppered moths as an example. Similarly, the diversity of species ensures that
www.ck12.org
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environmental change will not mean the extinction of life. Variation and diversity ensure
survival.
Adaptations make sense because the environment imposes limits on organisms. Adaptations
relate to every aspect of life: food, water, oxygen, nutrients, shelter, growth, response,
reproduction, movement, behavior, ability to learn. Adaptations connect organisms to the
resources in their environments. You are born with your adaptations; they are not changes
you make to ﬁt yourself into an environment. If the environment changes, the value of some
of your inherited characteristics may also change.
Darwin’s theory can be summarized in two statements All living species share common ancestors, and
Natural selection explains how species change.

Review Questions
1. State 3 of the 5 ideas Darwin developed during the Voyage of the Beagle. For each
idea, give and example of a speciﬁc observation he made which supports the idea.
2. What does the expression “standing on the shoulders of giants” say about Darwin
and his Theory of Evolution? Support your interpretation with at least three speciﬁc
examples.
3. Discuss the inﬂuence of animal breeding on Darwin’s thinking.
4. What was the relationship between Darwin and Alfred Russel Wallace?
5. Summarize in your own words the two basic ideas which make up Darwin’s Theory of
Evolution.
6. Compare and contrast Lamarck’s and Darwin’s ideas.
7. Why is it incorrect to say that evolution means organisms adapt to environmental
change?
8. Why is it not correct to say that evolution means “we came from monkeys?”

Further Reading / Supplemental Links
•
•
•
•
•

http://www.aboutdarwin.com/voyage/voyage03.html
http://darwin-online.org.uk/
http://www.ucmp.berkeley.edu/history/evolution.html
http://www.pbs.org/wgbh/evolution/
http://www.literature.org/authors/darwin-charles/the-origin-of-species/

Vocabulary
adaptation A characteristic which helps an organism survive in a speciﬁc habitat.
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artiﬁcial selection Animal or plant breeding; artiﬁcially choosing which individuals will
reproduce according to desirable traits.
diversity Variety; variations of organisms, ideas, or things.
inheritance of acquired characteristics The idea that organisms can increase the size
or improve the function of a characteristic through use, and then pass the improved
trait on to oﬀspring.
law A statement which reliably describes a certain set of observations in nature; usually
testable.
natural selection The process by which a certain trait becomes more common within a
population, including heritable variation, overproduction of oﬀspring, and diﬀerential
survival and reproduction.
theory An explanation which ties together or uniﬁes a large group of observations.

Points to Consider
• How might the Theory of Evolution help us to understand and ﬁght disease?
• What other aspects of medicine could beneﬁt from an understanding of evolution?
• How can evolution and natural selection improve conservation of species and their
environments?
• How would you put into words the ways in which evolution has changed the way we
look at ourselves?
• How do you think it has altered the way we relate to other species? To the Earth?
• Consider the human brain. If Lamarck’s hypothesis about inheritance of acquired
characteristics were true, how would your knowledge compare to your parents?

1.2

Topic 7.2: Evidence of Evolution

Topic Objectives
• Understand that the scientiﬁc theory of biological evolution is based on extensive physical evidence and testing. This includes:
– diﬀerences between fossils in diﬀerent layers of rock
– the age of rocks and fossils
– vestigial structures
www.ck12.org
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– similarities between embryos of diﬀerent organisms
– the same DNA and RNA materials found in all organisms
– similar genomes found in almost all organisms.

Accessing Prior Knowledge
• Where did Charles Darwin collect evidence of evolution and what kinds of evidence
did he ﬁnd?
• What is natural selection?
• What kinds of traits change through evolution?

Introduction
Though the idea of evolution had been proposed prior to Charles Darwin, most people
think of Darwin’s name when they think of evolution. Unlike others before him who based
their ideas on speculation, opinions, myths, or folklore, Darwin’s theories were based on a
tremendous amount of scientiﬁc evidence. It is the evidence he collected and presented that
set his work apart.
In 1859, Charles Darwin and Alfred Russel Wallace ﬁrst presented several forms of evidence
of evolution. Their evidence included:
•
•
•
•
•

fossils of extinct species from diﬀerent eras
similarities between the embryos of diﬀerent species
physical traits of diﬀerent species
the behavior of diﬀerent species
the distributions of diﬀerent plant and animal species around the world.

Darwin and other 19th century scientists didn’t know anything about molecular biology.
Today, even more evidence of evolution by natural selection is coming from molecular biology
and genetics. Genetics is also helping explain how evolution occurs.

The Fossil Record
Paleontologists are the scientists who study fossils to learn about life in the past. Fossils
are the preserved remains or traces of animals, plants, and other organisms from the distant
past. Examples of fossils include bones, teeth, impressions, and leaves. Paleontologists
compare the features of species from diﬀerent periods in history. With this information,
they try to unravel how species have evolved over millions of years (Figure 1.13). This
method works better with some species than others. For example, it is diﬀicult to track the
evolution of bacteria from fossils, because their single cells do not last well as fossils.
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Figure 1.13: Evolution of the horse. Fossil evidence, depicted by the skeletal fragments,
demonstrates evolutionary milestones in this process. Notice the 57 million year evolution
of the horse leg bones and teeth. Especially obvious is the transformation of the leg bones
from having four distinct digits to the hoof formation of today’s horse. (8)

www.ck12.org
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Until recently, fossils were the main source of evidence of evolution (Figures 1.14 and 1.15).
The location of each fossil in layers of rocks provides clues to the age of the species and how
species evolved in the past. Older materials and fossils are deeper in the earth; newer fossils
and materials are closer to the surface.

Figure 1.14: A fossil is the remains of a plant or animal that existed some time in the distant
past. Fossils, such as this one, were found in rocks or soil that was laid down long ago. (31)
Fossils and the rocks they are embedded in provide evidence of how life and environmental
conditions have changed throughout Earth’s history. They also help us understand how
the past and present distribution of life on Earth is aﬀected by earthquakes, volcanoes, and
shifting seas, and other movements of the continents.

The Age of Rock Layers and Fossils
Remember that sedimentary rock is formed very slowly as particles in water sink and become
hard. The many layers of sedimentary rock provide evidence of the long history of Earth
and the order of life forms whose remains are found in the rocks. The youngest layers are
not always found on top, because of folding, breaking, and uplifting of layers. If the layers
of earth were tilted by earthquakes or volcanoes, geologists can ﬁgure out which layers came
from the deepest parts of the Earth.
The fossils and the order in which fossils appear is called the fossil record. This record
provides important records of how species have evolved, divided and gone extinct. Methods
used to date the age of rocks and fossils make it possible to determine when these events
happened.
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Figure 1.15: About 40 to 60 million years ago this mosquito and ﬂy were trapped in the
gooey stuﬀ called resin that comes from trees. The fossils in the movie Jurassic Park, were
trapped in resin. (21)
Geologists use a method called radiometric dating to determine the age of rocks and fossils
in each layer of rock. This technique measures the decay rate of radioactive materials in
each rock layer (Figure 1.16).

Figure 1.16: This device, called a spectrophotometer can be used to measure the level of
radioactive decay of certain elements in rocks and fossils to determine their age. (5)
www.ck12.org
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Radiometric dating has been used to determine that the oldest known rocks on Earth are
between 4-5 billion years old. The oldest fossils are between 3-4 billion years old.

Vestigial Structures
Millions of species of animals, plants and microorganisms are alive today. Even though
two diﬀerent species may not look similar, they may have similar internal structures, and
chemical processes that indicate they can have a common ancestor.
Some of the most interesting kinds of evidence for evolution are body parts that have lost
their use through evolution (Figure 1.17). Most birds need their wings to ﬂy. But the wings
on an ostrich have lost their original use. Body parts that have lost their use are called
vestigial structures. Penguins do not use their wings to ﬂy in the air; however they do
use them to ”ﬂy” in the water. A whale’s pelvic bones-which were once attached to legs- are
also vestigial structures (Figure 1.18).

Figure 1.17: Mole rats live under ground where they do not need eyes to ﬁnd their way
around. This mole’s eyes are covered by skin. Body parts that do not serve any function are
vestigial structures. (20)
If you look at an x-ray of the bones in your back (called vertebrae), you will see several
vertebrae that come under your hips. These are called your tailbone. We do not use these
small vertebrae; they are further evidence of our evolution.

Embryological Evidence
Some of the oldest evidence of evolution comes from embryology, the study of how organisms
develop. An embryo is an animal or plant in its earliest stages of development, before it is
born or hatched.
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Figure 1.18: The bones in your arms and hands have the same bone pattern as those in
the wings, legs, and feet of the animals pictured above. How have the bones adapted for
diﬀerent uses in each animal? (10)
Centuries ago, people recognized that the embryos of many diﬀerent species have similar
appearances (Figure 1.19). The embryos of some species are even diﬀicult to tell apart.
Many of these animals do not diﬀer much in appearance until they develop further. Many
traits of one type of animal appear in the embryo of another type of animal. For example,
ﬁsh embryos and human embryos both have gill slits. In ﬁsh they develop into gills, but in
humans they disappear before birth (Figure 1.20).
The similarities between embryos suggests that these animals are related and have common ancestors. For example, humans did not evolve from chimpanzees. But the similarities
between the embryos of both species may be due to our development from a common ancestor with chimpanzees. As our common ancestor evolved, both humans and chimpanzees
developed diﬀerent traits.

Similarities Between Molecules and Genomes
Molecular Clocks
Arguably, some of the most signiﬁcant evidence of evolution comes from examining the
molecules and DNA found in all organisms (Figure 1.21). Molecular biology did not begin
until the 1940s and has since conﬁrmed and extended the conclusions about evolution.
Molecular clocks are used to show the time that two species separated. The clock uses
the number of diﬀerences measured between the species’ DNA sequences or protein amino
www.ck12.org
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Figure 1.19: This drawing was made to show the similarities between the embryos of many
species. Embryos of many diﬀerent kinds of animals: mammals, birds, reptiles, ﬁsh, etc.
look very similar. (14)

Figure 1.20: This is a six week old human embryo. Notice the similarities between this
embryo and those of the other animals in ﬁgure 3. (18)
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acid sequences to determine when one species became two or more species. These clocks
are sometimes called gene clocks or evolutionary clocks. The fewer the diﬀerences the less
time since the development of the species. For example, a chicken and a gorilla will have
more diﬀerences between their DNA and protein amino acid sequences than a gorilla and
an orangutan. The ancestors of the chicken and gorilla formed separate species a long time
ago and they have less DNA and amino acid protein sequence in common. The gorilla
and orangutan share more similarities. They became separate species more recently. This
provides additional evidence that the gorilla and orangutan are more closely related than
the gorilla and the chicken.
Molecular clocks, combined with other forms of evidence, such as evidence from the fossil
record, have provided considerable evidence of how long ago various groups of organisms
separated from one another.

Molecular Genetics
The development of molecular genetics has revealed the record of evolution left in the genes
of all organisms (Figure 1.22). It also provides new information about the relationships
among species and how evolution occurs.
Molecular genetics provides evidence of evolution such as:
• the same biochemical building blocks – such as amino acids and nucleotides - are
responsible for life in all organisms, from bacteria to plants and animals
• DNA and RNA determines the development of all organisms
• the similarities and diﬀerences between the the gene sequences of each species, reveal
patterns of evolution.

Review Questions
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

What are the diﬀerent kinds of evidence of evolution?
How do geologists determine the age of rocks and fossils?
What is an embryo?
What is a vestigial structure?
What is an example of a vestigial structure?
What is the most convincing evidence of evolution?
How do the embryos of diﬀerent species support the idea of evolution?

Further Reading / Supplemental Links
• Stein, Sara, The Evolution Book, Workman, N.Y., 1986.
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Figure 1.21: Almost all organisms are made from DNA with the same building blocks. The
genomes (all of the genes in an organism) of all mammals are almost identical. (9)
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Figure 1.22: This is a map of the genes on just one of the 46 human chromosomes. Similarities
and diﬀerences between the genomes (the genetic makeup) of diﬀerent organisms reveal the
relationships between the species. The human and chimpanzee genomes are almost identicaljust about 1.2% diﬀerences between the two genomes. The complexity of the map signiﬁes
close evolutionary relationships when the genomes are highly similar. (3)
• Yeh, Jennifer, Modern Synthesis, (From Animal Sciences).
• Darwin, Charles, Origin of the Species, Broadview Press (Sixth Edition), 1859 .
• Ridley, Matt, The Red Queen: Sex and the Evolution of Human Nature. Perennial
Books, 2003.
• Ridley, Matt, Genome, Harper Collins, 2000.
• Sagan, Carl, Cosmos, Edicions Universitat Barcelona, 2006.
• Carroll, Sean B., The Making of the Fittest: DNA and the Ultimate Forensic Record
of Evolution, Norton, 2006.
• Dawkins, Richard, The Blind Watchmaker, W.W. Norton & Company, 1996.
• Dawkins, Richard, The Selﬁsh Gene, Oxford University Press, 1989.
• Diamond, Jared, The Third Chimpanzee: The Evolution and Future of the Human
Animal, HarperCollins, 2006.
• Mayr, Ernst, What Evolution Is, Basic Books, 2001.
• Zimmer, Carl, Smithsonian Intimate Guide to Human Origins, Smithsonian Press,
2008.
• http://en.wikipedia.org/

Vocabulary
embryo An animal or plant in its earliest stages of development, before it is born or
hatched.
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embryology The study of how organisms develop.
fossil The preserved remains or traces of animals, plants, and other organisms from the
distant past; examples include bones, teeth, impressions, and leaves.
fossil record Fossils and the order in which fossils appear; provides important records of
how species have evolved, divided and gone extinct.
genetics The scientiﬁc study of heredity.
molecular clock A tool used in molecular evolution to identify the time in geologic history
when two species diverged based on the diﬀerences in the species’ DNA sequences or
protein amino acid sequences
paleontologists Scientists who study fossils to learn about life in the past.
radiometric dating A method to determine the age of rocks and fossils in each layer of
rock; measures the decay rate of radioactive materials in each rock layer.
vestigial structure Body part that has lost its use through evolution, such as a whale’s
pelvic bones.

Points to Consider
• How do you think new species evolve?
• How long do you think it takes for a new species to evolve?

1.3

Topic 12.3: Evolution Continues Today - Can We
Control It?

Topic Objectives
• Recognize that the process of evolution by natural selection continues to change our
world and our selves, both despite and because of our best eﬀorts to control it.
• Understand that we have added direct observation of natural selection to the evidence
for evolution.
• Evaluate the importance of artiﬁcial selection to human life.
• Discuss our use of hybridization to improve yield and adapt crops to many climates.
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• Identify the problems associated with hybridized crops, including the concept of genetic
pollution.
• Explain how cloning contradicts the principles of natural selection.
• Compare genetic engineering to traditional methods of breeding and domestication.
• Give examples of useful products of genetic engineering.
• Identify potential problems with genetic engineering.
• Use the concept of natural selection to explain the resistance of bacteria to antibiotics
and insects to pesticides.
• Explain why an individual bacterium cannot on its own change from sensitive to resistant towards antibiotics.
• Assess the severity of the problem of antibiotic resistance and list some actions you
can take to slow this phenomenon.
• Recognize that viral epidemics occur when chance viral mutations adapt the virus to
new hosts.
• Relate the changes observed in peppered moth populations to changes in their environment.
• Describe the evidence for natural selection among Darwin’s ﬁnches documented by the
Grants.

Introduction
Much of the immediate success of Darwin’s book was due to his careful comparison of
his new idea of natural selection to the well-known breeding of animals. Humans have
relied on artiﬁcial selection ever since we ﬁrst put seeds in the ground some ten thousand
years ago. Today, our continuing eﬀorts to develop crops and animals for food, work, and
companions have expanded beyond breeding to include genetic engineering. Evolution by
natural selection is not just an explanation of the history of life. The process of Darwin’s
theory clearly continues, changing our world and ourselves - both despite and because of our
best eﬀorts to control it. And we have reached beyond Darwin’s wildest expectations; we
now have direct observations of natural selection to add to the overwhelming evidence for
evolution.

Artiﬁcial Selection - or Coevolution?
The range of variations caused by animal breeders in a short amount of time convinced
Darwin that natural selection across geologic time could have produced the great diversity
of present life. Domestication of animals has resulted in the remarkable variety of dogs
(Figure 1.23) from wolves. Animal breeders have also increased the varieties of cattle,
horses, llamas, camels, and created a few evolutionary dead-ends, such as the donkey.
Artiﬁcial selection has had a large impact on human society. Our ﬁrst cultivation of plants
such as corn (Figure 1.24) played a role in the eventual development of human civilization.
www.ck12.org
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Figure 1.23: Selective breeding has led to dramatic diﬀerences among breeds in a relatively
short time, yet dogs are still able to interbreed with wolves - the wild species from which
they originated. Darwin used his observations of artiﬁcial selection, as he called it, to derive
and promote his theory of evolution by natural selection. (11)

Figure 1.24: Over time, selective breeding has modiﬁed teosinte’s few fruitcases (left) into
modern corn’s rows of exposed kernels (right). Cultivation of crops such as corn and wheat
gave early humans the freedom to develop civilizations. (17)
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Since Darwin’s time, selective breeding and hybridization – mixing of separate species has become even more sophisticated. We have further mixed high-yield hybrids with local
varieties throughout the world, adapting them to local climates and pests. Unfortunately,
our widespread destruction of habitat is eroding the species and genetic diversity which
provides the raw material for such eﬀorts.
Moreover, against our intent, our hybrids sometimes interbreed with natural varieties in the
wild, leading to what some call genetic pollution. An example is a tiger, thought to be
pure Bengal but actually a Bengal-Siberian hybrid, released in India to demonstrate the
survival abilities of captive-raised tigers. The tiger did survive – to pollute the genetically
pure Bengal population in a national park with northern-adapted Siberian genes (Figure
1.25).

Figure 1.25: The natural genes which adapted the Indian Bengal tiger (Panthera tigris tigris,
left) and the Russian Siberian tiger (Panthera tigris altaica, right) to their unique habitats
were mixed or “polluted” when a captive hybrid was released into a national park in India.
The “escape” of non-native genes into a wild population is genetic pollution. (2)
The new ﬁeld of biotechnology has dramatically changed our quest to improve upon natural
selection. One new development undermines the foundation of Darwin’s theory. Cloning
is the process of making an exact copy of a plant or animal. As the ﬁrst mammal to be
cloned, a sheep name Dolly showed breeders of animals from farms to racetracks that they
could copy “ideal” individuals without the variation which accompanies sexual reproduction
(Figure 1.26). Many people hope that Darwin’s lessons about the value of variation in
unpredictable, changing environments will be considered as we make future decisions about
cloning.
Another contribution of biotechnology is genetic engineering, the transfer of a gene from
one organism to another. First, we inserted the human gene for insulin into bacteria, which –
as bacteria use the same universal Genetic Code as we use – read the DNA and produced the
human protein for use by diabetics. Many more cost-saving and designer medical advances
have followed, including
• production of clotting factors for hemophiliacs
• vaccines for diseases such as hepatitis B
• a breast cancer drug, herceptin
www.ck12.org
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Figure 1.26: Dolly, the ﬁrst cloned mammal, is preserved for public display after six years of
public life. Cloning can copy animals we believe are superior, but it denies the importance of
variation to survival of species – a point made clear in Darwin’s ideas about natural selection.
(32)
• the potential for cheap, eﬀective vaccines in fruits such as bananas
We have extended genetic engineering to agriculture, improving nutrition, resistance to disease, and other aspects of life. Transgenic animals - which possess genes from another
species - now produce vaccines and hormones, serve in scientiﬁc research, and entertain
us as pets (Figure 1.27). However, as for traditional agriculture, fears surround potential
cross-pollination and interbreeding with wild populations. Modiﬁed genes have been found in
plants up to 13 miles away from their source. If such transfers spread resistance to herbicides
or pesticides to wild populations, they will have defeated their intended purpose.

Evolution of Resistance
In May 2007, United States government agencies put a US citizen on a no-ﬂy list, urged
border agents to detain him, failed to detect his re-entry into the US, and eventually ordered
him into involuntary isolation, urging individuals who had ﬂown with him on several international ﬂights to be tested for XDR-TB. Why were such drastic measures needed? What is
XDR-TB, and how did it originate? The answers show evolution in action today - in a way
that all of us need to understand for our own well-being.
Tuberculosis (TB) is a serious infectious disease that aﬀects many parts of your body, especially your lungs. It has infected and killed humans since at least 4000 BCE. Today,
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Figure 1.27: Genetic engineering has inﬂuenced our practices of medicine, research, agriculture, and animal husbandry – and recently the pet world. Zebra ﬁsh (natural species lower
right) have received genes from jellyﬁsh (green and yellow) or a coral (red) so that they glow.
Originally “designed” for research, they are now bred for aquarists. Did we choose them, or
did they choose us? (6)
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Figure 1.28: An electron microphotograph reveals the rod-shaped cells of the bacterium
which causes tuberculosis (TB). We cannot, however, distinguish the antibiotic-resistant
varieties by appearance; only chemical analysis can discover which patients are infected with
XDR-TB. Natural selection, however, can distinguish the resistant varieties from those which
are sensitive to antibiotics. Or would that be considered artiﬁcial selection, because we are
(albeit inadvertently) choosing which bacteria survive? (13)

over one-third of the world’s population has been exposed to the bacterium which causes
tuberculosis (Figure 1.28), but 90% of those carry the microorganism without symptoms.
In the past, the 10% who did develop the lung infection had a 50% chance of dying. The
creation of antibiotics in the mid-20th century dramatically improved survival, although the
slow-growing bacteria required treatments of 6-12 months rather than days. Just 40 years
later, in the 1990s, a new strain appeared with a mortality rate comparable to lung cancer
– up to 80%. MDR-TB, or multi-drug resistant TB, is not treatable by two of the most
eﬀective anti-TB antibiotics. Then, about the year 2000, a second, more menacing strain
emerged. XDR-TB, or extensively drug-resistant TB, is not treatable by either the two major drugs or the less-eﬀective “second line” drugs now used to treat MDR-TB. Late in 2006,
an epidemic of XDR-TB developed in South Africa. Currently there are no available drugs
that can eﬀectively treat this strain of TB.
Clearly these strains of TB are new, and changing rapidly. The evolution of resistance is
a growing problem for many disease-causing bacteria and also for parasites, viruses, fungi,
and cancer cells. The “miracle” of drug treatment which appeared to protect humans from
disease may be short-lived. How does resistance happen? How can we prevent it?
First, recognize that resistance describes the bacterium (or other microorganism) – not the
human. Bacteria multiply much more rapidly than humans, and therefore can evolve much
more rapidly. Consider a population of bacteria infecting an individual with tuberculosis.
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Like all populations, individuals within that population show variation. Mutations add
more variation. By chance, mutation may change the chemistry of one or a few bacteria so
that they are not aﬀected by a particular antibiotic. If the infected human begins to take
antibiotics, they change the environment for the bacteria, killing most of them. However, the
few bacteria which by chance have genes for resistance will survive this change in environment
- and reproduce oﬀspring which also carry the same genes. More and more of the bacterial
population will be resistant to antibiotics, because the antibiotics select for resistance. The
bacteria are merely evolving in response to changes in their habitats! If the resistant bacteria
are transmitted to another human “habitat,” their population continues to expand, and if
the new “habitat” takes diﬀerent drugs, natural selection may result in multi-drug resistance
(Figure 1.29).
How widespread is the problem? Staphylococcus aureus bacteria ﬁrst showed resistance to
penicillin just four years after the drug was put into use; today, some strains have shown
resistance to nearly all antibiotics. These are now known as one of several “superbugs.” The
Human Immunodeﬁciency Virus (HIV) has become resistant to several antiviral drugs, and
cancer cells within an individual often evolve resistance to chemotherapy drugs. Pesticide
resistance is evolving in a similar manner; U.S. crop losses to insect pests have increased from
7% in the 1940s to more than 13% in the 1980s, despite the use of more types of pesticides
in the 1980s.
What can we do about this particular instance of evolution which we have unwittingly
encouraged? In general, we should reduce the use of antibiotics where possible and safe in
order to lessen the selective pressure on bacteria. Here are some practices to keep in mind:
1. Don’t take antibiotics for viral infections such as colds and ﬂu; they act only on bacteria.
2. When antibiotics are appropriate, take them exactly as prescribed, and complete the
entire course.
3. Never take antibiotics which are left over from an earlier illness or prescribed for someone else.
4. Consider purchasing meats and other animal products from animals not treated with
antibiotics.
5. Consider purchasing organic produce, which is not treated with pesticides.
6. Resist the use of pesticides in your own gardens.
We have unintentionally sped up the evolution of microorganisms, but at the same time,
their development of resistance has given us a window into the process which underlies all
changes in life, natural selection.

Evolution Continues, and We “Catch it in the Act”
Humans have watched viruses rapidly evolve through mutation to cause frightening worldwide epidemics, or pandemics. Examples include:
www.ck12.org
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Figure 1.29: The development of resistance to antibiotics is a classic example of natural
selection. Before selection, a number of heritable variations in level of resistance exist within
the population (see legend at bottom). After selection by antibiotics, only those bacteria
resistant to antibiotics survive. Only these resistant bacteria reproduce, so that the ﬁnal
population contains a greater proportion of resistant bacteria. (30)
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•
•
•
•

the 1918 “Spanish ﬂu”
Severe Acute Respiratory Syndrome (SARS)
West Nile virus
“avian ﬂu” caused by a highly pathogenic viral subtype of inﬂuenza A (Figure 1.30),
known as H5N1
• the 2009 ”swine ﬂu” caused by the H1N1 inﬂuenza virus
Figure 8 shows the increase in human infections and deaths from H5N1. Mutations have
adapted it for life in birds and in humans, and for transmission from bird to bird and bird
to human. If a future mutation adapts it for eﬀective transmission from human to human,
a serious epidemic could result. If, as some argue, inﬂuenza pandemics occur in cycles, we
are overdue for a dramatic demonstration of evolution and natural selection.

Figure 1.30: Human infections and deaths from avian ﬂu, caused by the H5N1 subtype of
inﬂuenza A virus, are clearly increasing. Mutations have adapted the virus for life in birds
and humans, and for transmission from birds to birds, and from birds to humans. Some
scientists think the probability is high that the virus will also evolve the means for eﬀective
transmission between humans and cause a serious pandemic. (29)
Remember the peppered moth from the chapter on molecular genetics? Peppered moths
(Figure 1.31) are mostly white with black specks – a color pattern which hid them for
centuries from predatory birds as they rest against lichen covered tree trunks. However, soot
from the Industrial Revolution darkened the trees and destroyed their camouﬂage, selecting
instead for the dark mutants which occasionally appeared. Gradually the population shifted
to a dark color – an instance of natural selection that was directly observed by Englishmen of
the time. Subsequent improvements in air pollution control have cleaned up the environment,
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and the English now note a new change: the trees have lightened, and moth populations are
returning to their original coloration. These direct observations of natural selection would
have delighted Darwin just a few years earlier.

Figure 1.31: The peppered moth population changed from mostly light (left) to mostly dark
(right) as the lichen-covered trees in England’s forests absorbed soot from the Industrial
Revolution. Now, as pollution is being cleaned up, the moth population is returning to its
former proportion of light moths. These changes illustrate what famous idea? (12)
Much more intentionally, biologists Peter and Rosemary Grant have devoted more than 30
years to a study of two species of Darwin’s ﬁnches on one of the Galapagos islands (Figure
1.32). Catching, weighing, and recording the seed species eaten by hundreds of these birds,
they have witnessed changes in beak size which clearly correlate with changes in weather
and availability of food. A severe drought and food shortage in 1977 led to a signiﬁcant
change. Birds whose small beaks could not crack the tough remaining seeds died, and the
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larger-beaked individuals who survived reproduced. The following year, oﬀspring were larger
bodied and larger-beaked, showing that natural selection led to evolution. A rainy winter in
1984-1985 reversed the trend; more soft seeds were produced, and the smaller beaked ﬁnches
survived and reproduced in greater numbers than their large-beaked cousins.

Figure 1.32: A large cactus ground ﬁnch crushes a seed on the island of Espanola in the
Galapagos archipelago. Peter and Rosemary Grant studied two closely related species of
Darwin’s ﬁnches and recorded changes in beak size and body size which paralleled changes
in weather. How ﬁtting that they should demonstrate natural selection in action – something
Darwin did not think possible – using one of the species he made famous! (19)

Review Questions
1. List the ways in which we have directly observed evidence for evolution and/or natural
selection.
2. Describe the importance of artiﬁcial selection to human life.
3. What is genetic pollution and why does it matter?
4. Compare cloning to natural selection.
5. Give examples of useful products of genetic engineering.
6. Use the concept of natural selection to explain the resistance of bacteria to antibiotics
and insects to pesticides.
7. Explain why an individual bacterium cannot on its own change from sensitive to resistant to antibiotics.
8. Choose two actions you think would be most likely to control the increase in antibiotic
resistance, and support your choices with examples from your own experience.
9. In what way do viral epidemics demonstrate evolution?
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Further Reading / Supplemental Links
• Michael Pollan, 2001. The Botany of Desire, Random House, 2002.
• David Quammen, 1997. The Song of the Dodo: Island Biogeography in an Age of
Extinctions. Scribner.
• Carl Sagan, 1980. Cosmos. Random House New Edition, May 7, 2002, 384 pgs – also
available in video and DVD, as Cosmos: A Personal Voyage.
• Jonathan Weiner, 1994. The Beak of the Finch: A Story of Evolution in Our Time.
Alfred A. Knopf.
• http://www.fda.gov/oc/opacom/hottopics/anti_resist.html
• http://www.cdc.gov/drugresistance/community/
• http://whyfiles.org/038badbugs/
• http://www.niaid.nih.gov/factsheets/antimicro.htm
• http://www.who.int/mediacentre/factsheets/fs194/en/
• http://www.who.int/whopes/resistance/en/
• http://library.thinkquest.org/19697/
• http://www.fda.gov/fdac/features/2003/603_food.html
• http://www.msichicago.org/exhibit/genetics/engineering.html
• http://www.cdc.gov/flu/avian/
• http://www.who.int/csr/disease/avian_influenza/en/
• http://www.biologycorner.com/worksheets/peppermoth_paper.html
• http://www.biologycorner.com/worksheets/pepperedmoth.html
• http://bsgran.people.wm.edu/melanism.pdf
• http://www.millerandlevine.com/km/evol/Moths/moths.html
• http://crustacea.nhm.org/people/martin/publications/pdf/103.pdf

Vocabulary
artiﬁcial selection Animal or plant breeding; artiﬁcially choosing which individuals will
reproduce according to desirable traits.
cloning The process of creating an identical copy of an organism.
coevolution A pattern in which species inﬂuence each other’s evolution and therefore
evolve in tandem.
genetic engineering The manipulation of an organism’s genes, usually involving the insertion of a gene or genes from one organism into another.
genetic pollution The natural hybridization or mixing of genes of a wild population with
a domestic or feral population.
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geologic time Time on the scale of the history of Earth, which spans 4.6 billion years.
hybridization The mating or mixing together of two separate species
mutation A change in the nucleotide sequence of DNA or RNA.
natural selection The process by which a certain trait becomes more common within a
population, including heritable variation, overproduction of oﬀspring, and diﬀerential
survival and reproduction.
transgenic animal An animal which possesses genes of another species due to genetic
engineering.

Points to Consider
• To what extent do you think that humans have removed themselves from natural
selection?
• In what ways do you still feel subject to “natural” selective pressures?
• How eﬀective do you think the measures to limit evolution of antibiotic resistance will
be? Are you willing to support them?
• Do you think the beneﬁts of genetic engineering outweigh the risks? Are there certain
products you support, and others you oppose? Which ones, and why?
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